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Discontinuous (first-order) quantum phase transitions and 
the associated metastability play central roles in diverse areas 
of physics, ranging from ferromagnetism to the false-vacuum 
decay in the early Universe1,2; yet, their dynamics are not well 
understood. Ultracold atoms provide an ideal platform for 
experimental simulations of quantum phase transitions3,4; so 
far, however, studies of first-order phase transitions have been 
limited to systems with weak interactions5–8, where quan-
tum effects are exponentially suppressed. Here we realize a 
strongly correlated driven many-body system whose transi-
tion can be tuned from continuous to discontinuous. Resonant 
shaking of a one-dimensional optical lattice hybridizes the 
two lowest Bloch bands9,10, driving a novel transition from a 
Mott insulator to a superfluid with a staggered phase order. 
For weak shaking amplitudes, this transition is discontinu-
ous and the system can remain frozen in a metastable state, 
whereas for strong shaking, it undergoes a continuous transi-
tion towards a superfluid. Our observations of this metasta-
bility and hysteresis agree with numerical simulations and 
pave the way for exploring the crucial role of quantum fluctua-
tions in discontinuous transitions.

Phase transitions are ubiquitous in physics, ranging from thermal 
phenomena such as the boiling of water to magnetic transitions in 
solids and from cosmological phase transitions in the early Universe11 
to the transition into a quark–gluon plasma in high-energy colli-
sions12. Particularly intriguing are quantum phase transitions that 
occur at temperatures close to absolute zero and are driven by quan-
tum rather than thermal fluctuations13. So far, the focus has been 
on continuous quantum phase transitions (second order or higher), 
such as most magnetic or superfluid-to-Mott-insulator transitions. 
There is, however, a renewed interest in discontinuous (first-order) 
quantum phase transitions that are characterized by an inherent 
metastability where the system can remain in its initial phase after 
crossing the transition14. It is particularly interesting to understand 
the quantum decay of such a metastable state, termed false-vacuum 
decay, which is relevant in particle physics and cosmology as an 
analogue of the ‘Big Bang’ in inflationary universes1,2,15–17.

Ultracold atoms in optical lattices provide a pristine and control-
lable platform to investigate quantum phases and phase transitions in 
isolated many-body systems. Although continuous phase transitions 
have been extensively studied in these systems3,4, discontinuous tran-
sitions have so far been limited to weakly interacting condensates5–8, 
for which the quantum decay of a metastable state is strongly sup-
pressed: it requires the collective tunnelling of all the atoms within a 

healing length, leading to an exponential reduction, analogous to the 
suppression of tunnelling in large-spin systems18. Here, in contrast, we 
engineer a discontinuous quantum phase transition from a strongly 
interacting Mott insulator (MI) to a superfluid (SF) in a resonantly 
driven one-dimensional (1D) optical lattice10. Then, quantum fluctua-
tions play an important role, analogous to their effects in small-spin 
systems such as in a spin-1/2 quantum XY model19.

Our approach is based on periodically modulating or shaking 
the position of the lattice10. Off-resonant shaking is central for gen-
erating topological band structures20 and can drive the conventional 
continuous Mott transitions by renormalizing tunnelling10,21–23. 
Resonant shaking, in contrast, coherently couples the two lowest 
Bloch bands and has been demonstrated in weakly interacting sys-
tems, where it results in spontaneous symmetry breaking24 analo-
gous to a ferromagnetic quantum phase transition25.

In the present work, the parameters of the undriven lattice are 
chosen such that the many-body ground state in the lowest band is 
an MI, but the far stronger tunnelling in the first excited band alone 
would result in an SF state. We term this state as the π-SF state, as 
the negative sign of tunnelling implies that condensation occurs at 
the edge of the Brillouin zone, that is, with a staggered phase order. 
In the presence of a near-resonant drive, the corresponding dressed 
bands will cross, and we can drive the MI-to-π-SF transition by 
ramping the shaking frequency and therefore shifting the relative 
energies of the bands. Crucially, this transition is discontinuous at 
weak coupling strengths, because the non-staggered correlations 
in the MI are incompatible with the staggered order of the π-SF9,26. 
For stronger coupling strengths, on the other hand, the bands are 
strongly hybridized and the transition becomes continuous.

Experimental setup
A Bose–Einstein condensate of around 105 rubidium (87Rb) atoms 
is adiabatically loaded into a three-dimensional simple-cubic lattice 
with lattice depths of (Vx, Vy, Vz) = (33, 8.4, 49)Er, where Er = h̄2k20

2m  
denotes the recoil energy, m is the mass of 87Rb, h̄ is the reduced 
Planck constant, k0 = 2π

λ  and λ = 726 nm is the wavelength of the 
lattice light. The lattices along x and z are sufficiently deep such that 
tunnelling along those directions is negligible and the cloud becomes 
partitioned into independent tubes along the y direction, forming 
independent 1D MIs. The atoms are held in this static lattice for 
10–15 ms before we start modulating (shaking) the position of the y 
lattice by sinusoidally changing the corresponding laser frequency 
with modulation frequency f using an acousto-optical modulator in 
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the double-pass configuration. Due to the retro-reflected setup, this 
translates to a spatial shaking of the lattice at the atoms’ position. 
The shaking amplitude A and resulting coupling strength Ω ∝ f2A 
between the two lowest bands are determined by the frequency 
modulation depth and distance (l0 ≈ 45 cm) between the atoms and 
retro-reflector (Methods). As the size of the atomic cloud is neg-
ligible compared with l0, the shaking amplitude remains constant 
across the cloud.

Compared with off-resonant shaking schemes22,23,27, typical 
amplitudes in this resonant case are tiny, namely, less than 4% of 
the lattice constant d = λ/2, such that the dressed and bare bands 
(Fig. 1b, solid and dashed lines) essentially coincide away from 
resonance. For resonant drives, on the other hand, the two bands 
hybridize and therefore strongly increase the bandwidth of the rel-
evant dressed band (Fig. 1c, red).

Extended Bose–hubbard model
In the lattice frame, the shaking gives rise to an oscillatory force in the 
y direction28. Expanding the field operator in terms of Wannier func-
tions in the two lowest bands and moving to the rotating frame, one 
finds an effective Hamiltonian for sufficiently deep lattices (Methods),

ˆH =

∑

⟨i,j⟩
Jbˆb

†
i ˆbj − Jaâ†i âj +

∑

j
Δˆb†j ˆbj + Ω

2

(

â†j ˆbj + ˆb†j âj
)

+

∑

j

Ua
2 â

†
j â†j âjâj +

Ub
2
ˆb†j ˆb

†
j ˆbjˆbj + Vâ†j ˆb

†
j ˆbjâj ,

(1)

where âj and ˆbj represent bosonic annihilation operators in the 
ground and first-excited uncoupled bands, respectively; Jb ≫ Ja are 
the nearest-neighbour tunnelling in the two bands; and Ua,b and V 
are the intraband and interband on-site interactions, respectively. 
Due to the tiny shaking amplitudes, these parameters remain vir-
tually unchanged in the shaken system. The effective detuning 
Δ = ΔE − hf is measured with respect to the average gap ΔE between 
the two lowest bands and h is Planck’s constant. In our numerical 
simulations based on the density matrix renormalization group 
(DMRG)29, we also add next-nearest-neighbour tunnelling in the 
excited band (which is comparable to Ja) and corrections of the order 
1/f from the Floquet theory30 (Methods). These additional terms do 
not significantly affect the results. Additionally, we have performed 
three-band simulations showing that higher bands are off-resonant 

Fig. 1 | Schematic of the shaken lattice. a, Resonant modulation (shaking) of the lattice position hybridizes the two lowest single-particle Bloch 
bands. b,c, The two lowest dressed bands in the MI (off-resonant) and π-SF (resonant) regimes with shaking parameters f and A of 15.0 kHz and 
11.5 nm (b) and 21.5 kHz and 11.5 nm (c). The dashed lines indicate the bare (uncoupled) bands. While the momentum distribution of the MI in 
the lowest band is centred at around zero, the π-SF is quasi-condensed at the boundary of the Brillouin zone. d,e, Average time-of-flight images 
(ttof = 16 ms, OD: optical density) of the atoms released from the shaken lattice corresponding to b (d) and c (e), following the direct-sweep protocol 
depicted in Fig. 2a.
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and unimportant for the used experimental sweeps (Supplementary 
Fig. S5). Although higher bands would become significant for much 
slower large-amplitude sweeps, they can be suppressed using super-
lattice techniques9.

Phases and their signatures
The scenario in equation (1) was first discussed in ref. 9 and can be 
interpreted as a frustrated ladder model, as the tunnelling elements 
in the two bands have opposite signs. Consequently, a many-body 
state can either satisfy the links in the ground band or the links in 
the excited band, but not both at the same time. This frustrated hop-
ping is at the heart of the discontinuous phase transition. For weak 
coupling strengths in the discontinuous regime, either the ground 
or excited band is almost exclusively occupied depending on detun-
ing Δ. In the ground band, the interaction energy dominates over 
the kinetic energy and the system forms an MI with small and 
positive nearest-neighbour correlations ⟨â†i âi+1⟩ > 0. In the excited 
band, in contrast, the larger bandwidth implies that kinetic energy 
dominates and the system is in a π-SF state, where the negative sign 
of hopping results in a staggered order with ⟨ˆb†i ˆbi+1⟩ < 0. As there 
can be no continuous transition connecting these two incompatible 
orders, the system has to choose one of them, giving rise to a discon-
tinuous transition. Conversely, strong coupling results in strongly 
hybridized bands, where the transition from positive to negative 
nearest-neighbour correlations (from non-staggered to staggered) 
already happens within the MI regime. The phase transition now 
smoothly connects a staggered MI to a staggered π-SF and is of the 
normal continuous Kosterlitz–Thouless (KT) type, see Methods 
and Extended Data Figs. 1 and 2 for details.

These phases exhibit distinct signatures in the momentum distri-
bution measured by time-of-flight imaging, as shown in Fig. 1d,e. In 
the initially prepared (non-staggered) MI, the broad momentum dis-
tribution is centred at around k = 0 (Fig. 1d) and the absence of satellite 
peaks demonstrates the absence of long-range coherence. Conversely, 
in the π-SF, the atoms are concentrated around k = ±k0 (Fig. 1e), and 
the relatively narrow satellite peaks at higher momenta signal the 
presence of at least short-range coherence. To distinguish between 
these phases, we extract the normalized population at the band edge, 
namely, Nπ := nπ/(n0 + nπ), by counting the number of atoms in 
fixed windows around k = 0 (for n0) and k = ±k0 (for nπ) (Methods).

Figure 2a shows the simulated phase diagram (for the effec-
tive Hamiltonian) at unity filling. For weak shaking amplitudes, 
Nπ changes abruptly with shaking frequency f, indicating the dis-
continuous phase transition. Beyond a critical drive amplitude of 
Ac ≃ 2.8 nm, the change in Nπ becomes smooth as the phase tran-
sition turns continuous. This change from discontinuous to con-
tinuous is further corroborated by the vanishing of the jump in the 
simulated one-body correlation lengths (Fig. 2b) and the behaviour 
of the entanglement entropy presented in Methods. In a mean-field 
picture, in contrast, the transition remains discontinuous, high-
lighting the critical role of quantum fluctuations in reducing the 
barrier height between the MI and π-SF phases.

Dynamics of phase transition and quantum metastability
The discontinuous nature and associated metastability are revealed 
by comparing two different frequency sweeps (termed direct and 
indirect sweeps) indicated by arrows in Fig. 2a. In the direct sweep, 
the shaking amplitude is linearly increased from 0 to the final ampli-
tude in 125 μs at a fixed off-resonant frequency of 15 kHz before 
the shaking frequency is linearly increased to the final frequency in 
600 μs. In the indirect sweep, first the shaking amplitude is linearly 
increased from 0 to a common large amplitude of A = 9.6 nm in 
125 μs at 15 kHz. Then, the shaking frequency is linearly swept to the 
final frequency in 600 μs before the shaking amplitude is decreased 
to the final amplitude in 300 μs, see also Extended Data Fig. 3. The 
indirect-sweep protocol ensures that the system always undergoes 
a continuous phase transition, circumventing the discontinuous 
regime. For these indirect sweeps, the atoms largely remain in the 
original of the two dressed bands (Fig. 1b,c, red solid line) and, for 
sufficiently slow sweeps, stay close to the ground state31.

Figure 3 shows the state at the end of the sweeps as a function 
of the final amplitude and frequency. Although the results for the 
indirect sweeps (Fig. 3c,d) agree well with the static phase diagram 
shown in Fig. 2a, the direct sweeps (Fig. 3a,b) clearly demonstrate 
the metastable nature of the discontinuous phase transition: in the 
discontinuous regime, the system remains in the initial MI state 
characterized by small Nπ, even though the ground state changes 
to the π-SF state.

Next, we further investigate the dynamics of phase transition by 
varying the duration of direct frequency sweeps. Figure 4a shows 

Fig. 2 | Simulated phase diagram of the shaken lattice. a, Normalized occupation Nπ around momentum ±ℏk0. For small shaking amplitudes A, the MI 
(blue) and π-SF (red) phases are separated by an abrupt discontinuous transition (black solid line), which turns continuous for A ≳ 2.8 nm. The grey 
arrows indicate the direct (dashed) and indirect (solid) sweeps used in Fig. 3. b, The distinction between the two types of phase transition is also reflected 
by the ground-state correlation length ξ. In contrast to weak amplitudes, where ξ discontinuously jumps at the phase boundary, it smoothly varies for large 
A. Here ξ is calculated by averaging ⟨b̂†i b̂j⟩, obtained from a two-band DMRG with 64 sites and unity filling, over the bulk (Methods).
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the normalized final momentum distribution n(ky) after a sweep 
through the continuous transition from the MI regime (fi = 15 kHz) 
to the π-SF regime (ff = 21 kHz) as a function of sweep duration 
τ, expressed in units of the average drive period ¯T = 2π/¯f , where 
¯f := (fi + ff)/2. With increasing τ, prominent peaks emerge at 
ky = ±k0 corresponding to the boundary of the Brillouin zone. The 
oscillation between +k0 and −k0 stems from the micromotion in the 
accelerated lattice10,30 combined with Bragg reflections at the band 
edge, and the oscillation frequency is equal to ¯f  (Supplementary 
Information). The observed dynamics, which is averaged over 
multiple tubes in the experiment, is in good qualitative agreement 
with the time-dependent density-matrix renormalization group 
(tDMRG) simulation at unity filling (Fig. 4b).

We repeat this sweep measurement for different shaking ampli-
tudes (Extended Data Fig. 4) and extract the initial growth rate of 
the band-edge population, ∂Nπ/∂τ (Fig. 4c). The vanishing rate of 
change at weak amplitudes highlights the metastability associated 

with the discontinuous transition—the system remains in the ini-
tial state, even though the phase transition has been crossed. The 
observed rates are in good agreement with the simulation up to an 
overall scaling factor that we mainly attribute to the inhomogeneity 
of the dipole trap. We partially attribute the nonzero susceptibil-
ity around the edge of the discontinuous regime to the presence of 
nucleation points due to initial entropy and boundary effects. We 
also expect quantum fluctuations to play an important role in this 
weakly first-order region close to the KT transition, which could be 
the subject of future studies.

In Fig. 4d, we additionally explore backward sweeps where the 
system is initially prepared in the π-SF regime (fi = 21 kHz) via the 
continuous phase transition (Fig. 2a, solid arrow) and then swept 
back to the MI regime (ff = 15 kHz). Although the overall structure 
is very similar to the forward (MI-to-π-SF) sweeps (Fig. 4c), we find 
an additional small non-zero decay rate that is slightly larger than 
the independently measured incoherent dephasing rate Γ ≈ −65 s−1 
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(Fig. 4d, dashed line, and Supplementary Information). We attribute 
this difference to excitations in the prepared π-SF state that could 
act as nucleation centres. Both forward and backward sweeps dem-
onstrate the metastability and hysteresis associated with the discon-
tinuous transition.

Conclusion
Using a resonant shaking scheme, we realize a tunable quantum 
phase transition in an isolated strongly correlated lattice system 
and demonstrate the strikingly different dynamics of discontinu-
ous and continuous transitions. Ramping across the discontinuous 
transition reveals the associated quantum metastability, in good 
agreement with tensor-network simulations. Thus, resonantly 
driven lattice systems open a new avenue for engineering novel 
quantum phases and studying genuinely quantum discontinuous 
transitions and other intriguing critical phenomena. Our technique 
can be directly extended to higher dimensions where numerical 
simulations are unfeasible. Future studies can also investigate the 
decay mechanism of metastable many-body states and explore 
the emergence of spatial structures resulting from quantum fluc-
tuations and the influence of nucleation points. This will shed light 

on the dynamics and structure formation in the early Universe17. 
Resonantly driven lattices will furthermore enable novel studies on 
dynamical scaling across such transitions8,32–34 and open the door 
to study prevalent first-order transitions in interacting topological 
phases35–37 using quantum simulators.
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Methods
Experimental protocol. A Bose–Einstein condensate of 1 × 105 atoms of 87Rb in 
the |F = 1, mF = –1〉 state is adiabatically loaded into a blue-detuned, simple-cubic 
three-dimensional lattice. Here F denotes the total angular momentum and mF 
the magnetic quantum number of the state. All lattice depths are exponentially 
increased from zero to their final values in 45 ms with a time constant of 10 ms, 
resulting in independent 1D MIs. After a hold time of 10–15 ms, we begin 
to modulate (shake) the position of the y lattice by sinusoidally changing the 
corresponding laser frequency. To this end, we modulate the radio frequency 
feeding an acousto-optic modulator in the double-pass configuration. The resulting 
frequency of the lattice laser fl(t) becomes

fl(t) = fc + Al sin(2πft), (2)

where fc is the central frequency, Al is the frequency modulation depth and f 
denotes the modulation frequency. For a given fixed distance l0 between the 
atoms and retro-mirror, this frequency modulation results in a time-dependent 
displacement s(t) = A sin(2πft) of the lattice39, where shaking amplitude A 
denotes the maximum displacement of the lattice in space. For the fixed distance 
between atoms and retro-reflector of l0 = 45 cm and lattice spacing d = λ/2 = 363 nm 
in our setup, a frequency modulation amplitude of Al = 1 MHz corresponds to 
a modulation amplitude of A = 3 × 10–3d = 1.1 nm in space. Since the size of the 
Bose–Einstein condensate is very small compared with l0, inhomogeneity of the 
shaking amplitude A across the cloud is less than 0.01%.

The double-pass acousto-optic modulator enables us to control both amplitude 
and frequency of shaking using a radio-frequency source based on a direct digital 
synthesis chip. Here we discuss one example of the indirect-sweep protocol used 
in Fig. 3: we linearly ramp the amplitude from zero to an intermediate value 
Am = 8.8 MHz in t1 = 125 μs and then the amplitude is kept constant for the next 
600 μs until t2 = 725 μs. Finally, the amplitude is linearly changed to the final value, 
for example, Af = 1.7 MHz at t3 = 1,025 μs, as shown in Extended Data Fig. 3a.

Al(t) =



















Am t
t1 t1 > t ≥ 0

Am t2 > t ≥ t1

(Af − Am)
t−t2
t3−t2 + Am t3 ≥ t ≥ t2

. (3)

The corresponding frequency variation is given by

f(t) =















fi t1 > t ≥ 0

(ff − fi) t−t1
t2−t1 + fi t2 > t ≥ t1

ff t3 ≥ t ≥ t2

, (4)

where the initial shaking frequency during the first 125 μs is fixed at fi = 15 kHz. 
Then, the frequency is swept linearly in time (linear chirp) to a final value, for 
example, ff = 21 kHz in 600 μs (Extended Data Fig. 3b). To guarantee a continuous 
phase waveform, we apply phase modulation instead of direct frequency control. In 
this case, equation (2) becomes fi(t) = fc + Alsin(ϕ(t)) and the required phase profile 
is given by ϕ(t) =

∫ t
0 2πf(t)dt, where f(t) denotes the time-dependent modulation 

frequency and we set the initial phase ϕ0 = 0. The resulting time-dependent laser 
frequency in the indirect sweep is shown in Extended Data Fig. 3c.

In Extended Data Fig. 4, we plot the final population Nπ after direct forward 
sweeps (from the MI to π-SF state) and direct backward sweeps (from the π-SF to 
MI state). In the forward sweeps, the system is initially prepared in the MI regime 
(fi = 15 kHz) and we measure Nπ as a function of duration τ of the frequency sweep 
to the final shaking frequency (ff = 21 kHz). In the backward sweeps, the system 
is first prepared in the π-SF regime (fi = 21 kHz) following the indirect-sweep 
protocol, before sweeping the shaking frequency back to ff = 15 kHz over different 
sweep durations.

Band-edge population Nπ. We extract the (normalized) population at the band 
edge Nπ := nπ /(n0 + nπ) by directly counting the numbers of atoms in fixed 
boxes around ky = 0 (for n0) and ky = ±k0 (for nπ) (Extended Data Fig. 5a). This 
image is averaged over 30 experimental repetitions, demonstrating the stability of 
peak positions. The same data are shown in Fig. 1e. To evaluate the robustness of 
this analysis method, we vary the width of the boxes (lbox) along the modulated ky 
direction. Extended Data Fig. 5b–f shows the extracted populations following the 
direct sweeps from Fig. 3 for box widths lbox ranging from 0.1k0 to 0.8k0. Although 
the absolute value of Nπ is modestly dependent on lbox, the observed pattern is 
robust and insensitive to the box width. In Figs. 3 and 4, we have used lbox = 0.6k0.

Extended Hubbard model. In the moving frame of the lattice, the system is 
described by an effective 1D Hamiltonian

Ĥ(t) =
∫

dy { ψ̂†(y)
[

− h̄2
2m ∂

2
y + Vlat(y) + F(t)y

]

ψ̂(y)

+
g1D
2 ψ̂†(y)ψ̂†(y)ψ̂(y)ψ̂(y) } ,

(5)

where ψ̂(y) is the boson field operator, m is the mass, Vlat(y) = V0sin2(πy/d) is the 
unperturbed lattice potential and g1D is an effective interaction strength. Further, 
F(t) = ms̈(t) is an inertial periodic force arising from displacement s(t) due to 
shaking, which resonantly couples the two lowest bare bands of the lattice. We 
approximate the field operator in terms of the localized Wannier functions in these 
two bands as follows:

ψ̂(y) =
∑

j
w1(y − yj) âj + w2(y − yj) b̂j , (6)

where âj and b̂j are the corresponding bosonic annihilation operators. Substituting 
this expansion into equation (5) and retaining the most significant terms for a deep 
lattice, one obtains (up to a constant energy shift)

Ĥ(t) = ∆E
∑

j
b̂†j b̂j − Ja

∑

⟨i,j⟩
â†i âj + Jb

∑

⟨i,j⟩
b̂†i b̂j + J′b

∑

⟨⟨i,j⟩⟩
b̂†i b̂j

+ F(t)d
[

∑

j
j(â†j âj + b̂†j b̂j) + αab

∑

j
â†j b̂j + b̂†j âj

]

+ Ua
2
∑

j
â†j â†j âjâj +

Ub
2
∑

j
b̂†j b̂

†
j b̂j b̂j + Uab

∑

j
â†j b̂

†
j b̂jâj

+ Uab
4

∑

j
(â†j â†j b̂j b̂j + h.c. ) ,

(7)

where ΔE ≔ εb − εa, εa,b are the average energies of the two bands, 〈〈i, j〉〉 denotes 
the next-nearest neighbours and αab is the coupling amplitude between the two 
bands. The energy scales appearing in equation (7) can be calculated using 
the dispersion and Wannier functions of the energy bands, which are given by 
Mathieu functions40. For our experimental parameters, ΔE = 19.7 kHz, Ja = 0.12 kHz, 
Jb = 1.29 kHz, J′b = 0.17 kHz, Ua = 2.88 kHz, Ub = 1.73 kHz, Uab = 2.36 kHz and 
αab = 0.15 (all the energies are expressed in units of frequency).

In a single-band Hubbard model, the MI–SF transition is known to occur at 
J/U ≈ 0.341. Thus, in our setup, the ground state of the lower band is an MI state 
(Ja/Ua ≈ 0.04), whereas that of the upper band is a π-SF state (Jb/Ub ≈ 0.74). To 
simulate the experimental sweeps, we evolve the time-dependent Hamiltonian in 
equation (7) with ten particles on ten sites using an adaptive tDMRG routine42. We 
use a fourth-order Euler stepper with a time step of 0.05 μs, keeping singular values 
above 10−10, with a maximum bond dimension of 100 and up to four particles per 
site, for which the results converge. The above approach can also be extended to 
incorporate corrections from higher bands (Supplementary Section IV provides 
the simulation of sweeps including the third (second excited) band).

For a constant periodic drive, F(t) = −mω2A sin ωt, where ω ≡ 2πf, a 
simpler description can be found in the rotating frame via the transformation 
R̂ = eiωt

∑
j
ˆb†j ˆbj, which gives R̂b̂jR̂†

= e−iωtb̂j and R̂[ih̄∂t − Ĥ(t)]R̂†
≡ ih̄∂t − Ĥrot, 

where Ĥrot is the rotating-frame Hamiltonian. Using equation (7) yields

Ĥrot = Ĥ0 +
(

Ĥ1eiωt
+ Ĥ2ei2ωt

+ h.c.
)

, (8)

where Ĥ0, Ĥ1 and Ĥ2 are time independent. For a sufficiently deep lattice, the 
terms within the parentheses represent fast oscillations, since ω is close to the 
bandgap. One can find an effective (Floquet) Hamiltonian Ĥeff  that generates 
the time-averaged dynamics by using a high-frequency Magnus expansion30. For 
ω → ∞, this is simply Ĥ0. For finite ω, the most important correction comes from 
the oscillatory force given by Ĥ1, which renormalizes the hopping amplitudes. 
Retaining all the other terms of order 1/ω, we find

Ĥeff = −JaJ0(η)
∑

⟨i,j⟩
â†i âj + JbJ0(η)

∑

⟨i,j⟩
b̂†i b̂j + J′bJ0(2η)

∑

⟨⟨i,j⟩⟩
b̂†i b̂j

+
∑

j
∆eff b̂

†
j b̂j + (Ω/2)

(

â†j b̂j + b̂†j âj
)

+
∑

j

Ueff
a
2 â†j â†j âjâj +

Ueff
b
2 b̂†j b̂

†
j b̂j b̂j + Uab â†j b̂

†
j b̂jâj

+
U2
ab

8h̄ω n̂aj n̂bj (n̂bj − n̂aj ) + ΩUab
8h̄ω

[

â†j (n̂bj − n̂aj )b̂j + h.c.
]

,

(9)

where η ≔ F0d/(ℏω), F0 := mω2
A, J0 is the Bessel function of the first kind, 

Ω ≔ F0dαab is the Rabi frequency, Δeff ≔ ΔE − ℏω + Ω2/(4ℏω) is an effective detuning, 
Ueff

a := Ua − U2
ab/(8h̄ω) and Ueff

b := Ub + U2
ab/(8h̄ω) are the effective interaction 

energies, n̂aj := â†j âj, and n̂bj := b̂†j b̂j. For a typical shaking frequency f = 18 kHz 
and amplitude A = 5 nm, F0d = 5 kHz, η = 0.3, Ω = 0.75 kHz, Uab/(ℏω) = 0.1 and  
Ω/(ℏω) = 0.04; therefore, the corrections coming from Ĥ1 and Ĥ2 are small in the 
experiment. In particular, J0(0.3) ≈ 0.98; hence, the resulting renormalization of 
the tunnelling elements can be neglected. Together with ignoring the second-order 
hopping J′b, these simplifications reduce Ĥeff  to the Hamiltonian in equation (1). 
We calculate the effective phase diagram (Fig. 2 and Supplementary Fig. S3a) by 
minimizing Ĥeff  for unity filling using two-site DMRG29 with open boundary 
conditions, singular value cutoff of 10−8, maximum bond dimension of 200, and up 
to four particles per site.
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Phase boundary. To characterize the ground states of Ĥeff  with L sites, we find 
the single-particle correlations in the bulk, for example, ⟨⟨b̂†i b̂i+r⟩⟩, by discarding 
L/4 sites from either end and averaging over all the remaining pairs of sites with 
separation r (double brackets in this section denote such bulk averaging). We find 
that these correlations are well fitted by |⟨⟨b̂†i b̂i+r⟩⟩| ≈ Cr−1/(2K)e−r/ξ (similarly 
for ⟨⟨â†i âi+r⟩⟩), where ξ is the correlation length and K is an effective Luttinger 
parameter (Extended Data Fig. 1a). In the MI phase, ξ is finite and the correlations 
decay exponentially at large distances. In the SF phase, ξ becomes much larger 
than L and the correlations follow a power law set by the drive parameters. At 
weak shaking amplitudes, both ξ and K jump discontinuously across a first-order 
transition (Extended Data Fig. 1b), whereas at large amplitudes, they continuously 
vary across a KT transition (Extended Data Fig. 1c). For very strong shaking 
(A → ∞), the KT transition occurs in a single hybridized band at K = 243.

To determine the phase boundary more robustly, we analyse the bipartite 
entanglement in the ground state that shows universal scaling close to a critical 
point in which the system maps onto a conformal field theory44. In particular, the 
von Neumann entanglement entropy between the first i sites and the remaining 
L − i sites is

SvN =
c
6
log

[ L
π
sin

(

πi
L

)]

+ c1 , (10)

where c1 is a non-universal constant and c is called a central charge that determines 
how strongly the entanglement entropy varies near i = L/2.

As shown in Extended Data Fig. 2a, the bulk entropy variation (for L = 64) 
is very well approximated by equation (10), where c and c1 are fit parameters. 
The fitted charge c is 0 well inside the MI phase and 1 well inside the SF phase. 
For weak amplitudes (Extended Data Fig. 2b), this change discontinuously 
occurs across a first-order transition where c jumps from 0 to its maximum 
value, coinciding with the jump in the one-body correlation lengths (Extended 
Data Fig. 1b). On the other hand, the large-amplitude variation (Extended Data 
Fig. 2f) is continuous and exhibits a smooth peak, similar to what happens for 
an MI–SF transition in a single band41. As argued in ref. 41, the critical point 
can be traced to the location of this maximum. For intermediate amplitudes, 
the behaviour is more complicated. In Extended Data Fig. 2c, both jump and 
smooth peak are evident, signalling two back-to-back phase transitions in which 
the intervening phase is a staggered MI (Supplementary Section III). The tracing 
of these peaks and jumps leads to the full phase diagram (Supplementary  
Fig. S3a).

Data availability
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Extended Data Fig. 1 | Single-particle correlations. a, Average correlations ⟨⟨â†i âi+r⟩⟩ and |⟨⟨b̂†i b̂i+r⟩⟩| in the ground state with L = 64 sites, fitted with an 
exponential times a power law. b-c, Correlation length (solid lines) and Luttinger parameter (dashed lines) extracted from the fits across first-order and 
continuous transitions denoted by vertical lines (cf. Extended Data Fig. 2).
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Extended Data Fig. 2 | Entanglement and central charge. a, Von Neumann entanglement entropy across bipartitions of the ground state for L = 64 
and A = 3 nm with different shaking frequencies, fitted with the conformal field theory (CFT) prediction in Eq. (10). b-f, Fitted central charge c as a 
function of the shaking frequency at increasing shaking amplitudes, exhibiting discontinuous jumps and smooth peaks characteristic of discontinuous 
(first-order) and continuous phase transitions, respectively (shown by the vertical dashed lines, with the same color convention as in the phase diagram in 
Supplementary Fig. S3).
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Extended Data Fig. 3 | Frequency modulation of lattice laser. An example of the indirect sweep sequence with a final shaking frequency ff = 21 kHz and 
a final shaking amplitude A = 1.9nm. a, b and c show variations of the modulation depth Al (the shaking amplitude A), the shaking frequency f and the 
laser frequency fl (the displacement of the lattice s), respectively.
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Extended Data Fig. 4 | Measured band-edge population after different sweep durations for different shaking amplitudes. a and b show the final 
population Nπ after direct sweeps in the forward (from a MI to a π-SF state) and backward (from a π-SF to a MI state) directions, respectively. We extract 
∂Nπ/∂τ by the linear fits (solid lines). The fit results are shown in Fig. 4c,d.
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Extended Data Fig. 5 | the band-edge population Nπ. (a) Atom numbers around k = 0 (n0) and k = ± k0 (nπ) are counted inside the boxes in blue and red, 
respectively. Note that nπ is the sum over the two red boxes. (b-f) are measured with different box sizes lbox/k0 = 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8, respectively.
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